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STONEWOOD 

KITCHEN AND BATH 
 

 

Kitchen Planning Questionnaire 
 
In order to help us understand your desires and goals for your new kitchen, please take a few moments to 

answer the below questions.  

 
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

RESIDENCE ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________   

                                                                                            

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

JOBSITE ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

PHONE / HOME: _____________________________ CELL: __________________________________ 

 

EMAIL: ______________________________________________________________________                                         

 

GENERAL QUESTIONS 

 

What do you like about your present kitchen? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What do you dislike about your present kitchen? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Are you planning on keeping the same layout as the existing kitchen? ____________________________ 

 

Are you thinking about doing any structural changes in the kitchen? ______________________________ 

 

Are you open to moving appliances, walls, windows, doors, etc.? ________________________________ 

 

How long do you intend to live at the residence you are remodeling? _____________________________ 

 

How many people are in the household?   _____ # of Adults _______ # of Children 

 

What are the ages of the children? __________________________________________________  

 

Do you plan on expanding the family while living in this home? __________________________ 
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Where does the family eat most meals? (kitchen, dining room, nook, other) Where would you like to eat 

after the remodel?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Is it a requirement to have a separate table in the kitchen to eat at or are you open to other options? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Do you entertain frequently? ______________________________________________________ 

 

 

Are they mostly small or large gatherings? ____________________________________________ 

 

When you entertain, are there normally other people helping out with the cooking in the kitchen? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

What type of activities do you do in the kitchen? 

_____ Bake   _____ Hobbies 

_____ Use computer  _____ Watch TV 

_____ Entertain               _____ Homework 

 

 

What appliances do you want in the kitchen? 

 

____Range  ____ Cook top   _____ Double Oven  ____Microwave 

 

____ Wine Storage _____ Warming drawer ____ Trash Compactor  

 

 

Do you plan on keeping any of your appliances? Please list. _____________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What type of storage do you need? (Examples: lots of pots and pans, baking appliances, multiple sets of 

dishes, bar area) 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Do you buy food in bulk?  _____ 

 

 

Do you have color preferences for the new space? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Are there any colors you would not like to see in the kitchen?  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Do you have a style preference? (traditional, formal, contemporary, country, eclectic, transitional, other) 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Is your style more formal or informal? _______________________________________________ 

 

 

What type of counter are you interested in?    Natural Stone____          Quartz____      Other____ 

 

What type of backsplash would you like?      Tile____          Solid surface____          Other____ 

                                                                                                       

What type of sink would you like?    Stainless___      Fireclay___      Farmhouse___     Other____          

 

Single or double bowl? ___________________________________________________________ 

             

                                                                                                                  

When would you like the kitchen remodel to start?  

 

 _____0-3 months___3-6 months____6-12 months 

 

 

Are there any time limitations or engagements during construction that would need to be considered?  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Do you have a specific architect, contractor or interior designer you plan on working with?   

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Have you established a budget for the kitchen remodel?  _____________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 


